The Impact of Artificial
Intelligence on Asset Managers;
Winners and Losers in
Human Capital

T

he ancient Greek Philosopher Heraclitus once
famously said that "the path up and down is
one and the same". This has become an urgent
and immediate siren call for the asset
management industry. Asset flows away from
traditional active management and towards
either passive or alternative strategies are
accelerating. As a result, the overall proportion of
actively managed traditional assets now under
management is shrinking. By 2020 those leaders
who we speak to on a daily basis believe active
management’s share of global AUM will decline
to 65%, while passive will grow to 22% and
alternative to 13%.
One of the biggest impacts on the asset
management industry is the ever growing
emphasis on artificial intelligence, machine
learning and predictive analytics. Fascination
with the possibilities of what we have come to
call “Big Data” is driving many asset managers to
make poor decisions in their recruitment of Chief
Data Officers. This has the ultimate affect of
costing their firms time, money and weak
competitive positioning. The asset management
industry is set for booming growth but firms
must be innovative and embrace technology in
order to prosper during this current period of
"transformational change." Enter the Chief Data
Officer.
The term Chief Data Officer might be unfamiliar
to many people. It should not be. Managed
correctly, the job integrates people, process,
architecture and technology in the service of a
coherent strategic vision. CDOs play an ever
more critical role in accelerating enterprise

innovation through strategic management and
use of data analytics. In 2015, based on Options
Group Data, there were just a few hundred Chief
Data Officers in the world. Since then, over 1,300
Chief Data Officers have been hired, bringing the
total to over 2,000.

The challenge of the CDO’s job is in sifting
through the avalanche of everyday information
to determine what is important and then to
choose what to do about it. That is not easy in an
era with a hyper-abundance of data, not of all it
intelligible and much of it just noise. Large
companies of every kind, the sort that I work
with every day, inhabit complex operating
environments, crucial parts of which are beyond
their control. In simplest terms the job of a Chief
Information Officer is to organize complexity.
Knowing what one controls and what one
doesn’t is the very starting place of strategy
formation.
Is there a more strategic task than that?
Recently the CDO role has moved from defense
(risk and regulation) to offense (value creation

and growth). The evolution is similar to the way
in which the job of the Chief Information Officer
evolved from a 1980s-style focus on internal
data-management issues to the assumption of
an external view of the operating environment.

these areas to support the implementation of
the data and analytics strategy. In addition to all
that, given the crucial foundational importance
of information security the CDO should be a
lead player in establishing the rules around
information security.

Firms must be innovative
and embrace technology in
order to prosper during
this current period of
“ transformational change"

Today, the main questions on the Role of the
Chief Data Officer focus on the remit and the
reporting line. In terms of organizational getting
these right is critical, obviously. But the first
thing to get right is talent selection. And in that
respect too many of the companies I work with
are coming up short.Regarding reporting line,
we have seen many successful CDO’s reporting
to either the CEO, Chief Operating Officer, or
some type of Transformation or Shared Services
Chief. The bottom line is that the CDO is a
Business Role, not a Technology Role.

This is not the 1980s. Data management is a
mature discipline, not a support function. The
operational focus of the CDO is expansive. It
includes data governance, analytics and data
science, as well as data architecture, data
development and operations. In terms of
organizational design, it is critical that the CDO
should have influence over what is being done in

Nothing is more dangerous to strategy
formation than unchallenged certainty. A choice
that has succeeded in the past can take an
organization down the path to ruin when the
competitive environment changes—which it
always will. What models, frameworks and
approaches help with this relentless complexity?

Options Group has highlighted themes where Big Data has
had the most critical impact for asset managers.
Business model under duress – changing the beneficiary designation
Fee pressure is relentless and shrinking the revenue pool, probably for good. Big Data is heavily
impacting this.
Managers provide no net value and growth comes from asset-price inflation not new AUM.
The crux of the problem is that the investment industry structure is set up to benefit asset
managers and intermediaries, not beneficiaries and asset owners.

The investment engine – in need of repair
Pursuit of alpha is not paying off and clients are voting with their feet.
Low yields disrupt the basic investment model of the 60/40 world. You cannot get paid for safety
anymore, and the search for yield means all investors have more risk in their portfolios than they
realise.
Exchange-traded funds (ETFs), passive, smart beta and risk parity offer different approaches, while
the poor performance of hedge funds highlights the failure to deliver results for high fees and
portends a shakeout in alternatives. But hope springs eternal and alternative AUM should trend
higher.
BlackRock seems to be winning. It is the favourite pick of Goldman and Morningstar, for similar
reasons – it is big, it has a solutions group, most AUM are institutional and it is leading the ETF pack.
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Regulation – from supervision to transformation
US versus Wall Street – Department of Labor fiduciary rules will fuel fee reduction and further
adoption of passives/ETFs, boosting large, low-fee players.
Regulatory energy taps into societal questions about investment managers: if the industry is so
great, why are there are so many pension funding shortfalls?

Technology – friend or foe?
Firms are moving more rapidly to promote all aspects of operational technology to drive
incremental savings
Technology has led to a decrease in need for analyst/portfolio manager talent. However, Options
Group has never been busier in placing quantitative talent.
State Street shines a beacon… State Street’s digitization plan aims to cut its cost base while also
pivoting into new services based on digital insights gleaned from real-time analytics of its $27trn
(€23.4trn) AUM.
Ant Financial, one of the world’s largest money-market funds and part of Alibaba’s giant financialservices empire, shows the power of technology in investment products.

Relationship matters – winning and retaining clients
Customer experience/understanding in the new world – it is about execution for marketing
effectiveness, productivity increases and moving jobs to lower-cost locations.
But for institutional managers the human touch is key. Persuasion and presentation skills are more
critical than ever and the role of consultants will increase.

It is also important to distinguish between the roles of the Chief Data Officer and the other CDO – the
Chief Digital Officer. This latter role, normally tightly aligned with the Chief Marketing Officer, is
responsible for the adoption of digital technologies across a business, devising and executing social
strategies that grow brand loyalty and advocacy on social networks by determining who and where the
influencers are creating a platform for conversations with customers.

The successful CDO needs to focus on several streams of Activities for Strategic Data Management:
Data Governance – establishing the Data Governance Council, Data Policy and the Data Stewardship process
Data Architecture – establishing a Data Reference Architecture and the Data Modeling process
Data Asset Development – iteratively plan, design, develop and deliver enterprise-class Data Assets, through
the implementation of DataOps
Data Quality – profile, map and cleanse Critical Data Elements
Data Context – develop a Business Glossary and Data Lineage
Analytics – support implementation of Business Intelligence and Advanced Analytics toolsets and enable Data
Science, including support for the organization’s Cognitive Journey
Infrastructure – manage the Information Life Cycle of Corporate Data Assets and manage Data & Analytics
Platforms to cater for SMAC (Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud)
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These are roles Options Group has successfully filled in 2017
Head of Sector Data Analysis
Head of Fundamental and Economic Research
Head of Market Data
Head of Tagging
Head of Modeling
Head of Data Science
Head of Data Production
Chief Information Officer
Head of Front Office Tech
Head of Enterprise Data
Data Scientist
Data Analyst
Data Architect
Data Engineer
Statistician
Database Administrator
Business Analyst
Data and Analytics Manager
Sector Data Analyst
Lead Data Scientist
Head of Market Data
Data Research and Acceleration Manager
Data Research and Acceleration- Alternative Data
Head of Data Science Academy
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Options Group Asset Management Leadership Team

Olivia Tomaselli

Executive Director, New York
Olivia now actively manages the sourcing strategy,
candidate development, and execution of the Options
Groups’ full life cycle recruiting process, partnering
with senior-level management at client firms to
establish a recruitment strategy that aligns with their
goals and meets their key business priorities. She has
led a process-driven, research-intensive methodology,
which truly differentiates Options Group from the
competition.

As a senior team lead in our New York office, Olivia
brings over sixteen years of Wall Street experience to
her focus on senior-level talent acquisition in the firm’s
Asset Management, Hedge Fund, and Equity sectors.
Prior to joining the firm, she held a number of senior
level institutional sales roles at Citi, Bear Stearns,
JPMorgan and Nomura - covering blue chip asset
managers and hedge funds. She then moved to the
buy side where she was a member of the General
Partner at Andor Capital, a leading technology hedge
fund. Today, Olivia advises our clients on the human
capital implications of globalization, technology, and
data science impacting today’s talent pools. She has
undertaken an extensive number of projects to help
clients strengthen their operations.
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Olivia conducts senior level searches across all asset
classes and functions in institutional, wholesale and
retail distribution sectors, and has a successful track
record of team lift-outs. Olivia advises clients on
management succession, executive onboarding and
senior level compensation and retention challenges.

Broadstreet Global

Olivia has successfully transitioned to the talent
acquisition, development and retention side of the
business in 2016 after serving in a leadership position
at Andor Capital. Her entrepreneurial spirit coupled
with her passion and professionalism lies at the core of
her success. A forward-thinking connector of people
and ideas, she possesses an extensive network both in
and out of the financial services world. Olivia holds a
Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Russian from Bryn
Mawr College.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this analysis is intended for the personal use of the recipient only. It should not be shared with any
third party without the express permission of Options Group. In no case should it be duplicated or distributed. This report is neither
complete nor comprehensive. In addition to public information, this report also contains competitive intelligence which is derived
from interviews with market participants and is a snapshot developed at a moment in time. While Options Group has tried to
corroborate, where possible, the information contained in this report, Options Group takes no responsibility for its accuracy. No
action should be taken solely in reliance on the information contained herein.
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